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Georgia is a part of the Caucasus region, located at the intersection of 
Eastern Europe and Western Asia. It is bounded to the west by the Black 
Sea, to the north and east by Russia, to the south by Turkey and Armenia, 
and to the southeast by Azerbaijan. Georgia covers a territory of 69,700 
square kilometres (26,911 sq mi), and its approximate population is about 
3.716 million. Georgia is a motherland of Iberian or Kartvelian languages: 
Georgian, Svan, Megrelian and Laz, a language family native to the South 
Caucasus.
This diverse collection is devoted to a wide range of linguistic works, 
such as descriptive studies of the Kartvelian languages and Georgian 
sign language, along with some theoretical contributions, dialectology, 
lexicography, psycholinguistics and computational linguistics, as well as 
history, ethnography, religion and educational issues. These articles are not 
only the best studies of Kartvelology but also clearly show its contribution 
to world science.

The volume offers original and fascinating investigations into a broad 
spectrum of topics in Kartvelian Studies. Contributions by renowned 
scholars in the field of Kartvelology explore historical and dialectal as well 
as synchronic perspectives on Kartvelian languages, including Georgian, 
Mingrelian and Laz. Georgian sign language is studied in one chapter. 
The book is of interest to readers also outside the field of Kartvelology. 
Specialists in typological and digital linguistics, psycholinguistics and 
sociolinguistics will discover contributions in their areas of specialization. 
In addition to Kartvelian linguistics, the volume embraces religious topics, 
such as traditional religious practices in the Georgian highlands and the 
role of the Georgian Orthodox Church in state and nation building, from 
earliest times and to the present day. This empirically rich volume with 
explorative and well-argued analyses is stimulating reading for those 
who want to gain further understanding of linguistic, historical and 
religious perspectives on this complex region.
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